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39 International scientific cooperation takes
40 many different forms. Although states lay
41 down policies to establish bilateral or multi-
42 lateral institutional arrangements among
43 themselves, scientific activity itself creates
44 links between scientific institutions and
45 laboratories as a result of the contacts
46 established between individual researchers
47 for specific purposes. Scientific collaboration
48 has become the norm in modern scientific49

50 practice (Hicks & Katz
51 1996). However, as well as
52 being necessary, inter-
53 national scientific collab-
54 oration inevitably operates
55 according to rules that are
56 different from those gov-
57 erning research that is car-
58 ried out individually or
59 without institutional col-
60 laboration. There has been
61 much discussion of the
62 factors determining this
63 growing international col-
64 laboration, which has been
65 confirmed empirically by66

67 analysis of the co-authorship of scientific art-
68 icles (National Science Board 2000, OST
69 1999). The point has often been made that
70 scientific collaboration is a response to geo-
71 political strategies and that increasing econ-
72 omic integration inevitably leads in turn to
73 greater scientific integration (Arvanitiset al.
74 1995, Schott 1993). Researchers from some
75 developing countries more than others take
76 advantage of international collaboration to
77 attract attention to their work and to gain
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78opportunities for professional and scientific
79advancement. However, all researchers now
80know how to use and actively promote
81schemes of collaboration. A large number of
82institutional schemes have been tried out in
83the context of so-called policies of inter-
84national cooperation, a term that covers the
85relations of developed countries with
86developing countries. Some countries, such as
87France, UK, Sweden, and Denmark, have88

89placed particular emphasis
90on collaboration with
91developing countries
92(Gaillard 1999).
93It is our intention to
94study the arrangements for
95cooperation between France
96and Venezuela by means of
97micro-analysis rather than
98bibliometric analysis, which
99is normally used for such
100purposes (Lewison, Fawcett-
101Jones & Kessler 1993). We
102believe that replacing macro-
103scopic analysis of countries
104by microscopic analysis of 105

106specific exchanges among universities and labora-
107tories makes for a better grasp of movements
108of scientific findings and of the position that a
109country occupies in a particular scientific field.
110Furthermore, we believe that the way scientific
111collaboration responds to cultural variables and
112influences can only be observed through quali-
113tative analysis, which allows us to examine the
114factors that determine communication between
115scientists as quantitative indicators do not
116(Edge 1979).
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117 The PCP scheme: an original
118 example

119 In this article we shall examine a programme
120 of collaboration between university scientists
121 from France and Venezuela, known as the
122 Postgraduate Cooperation Programme (PCP).
123 The programme links researchers, labora-
124 tories, and postgraduate teaching programmes
125 through bilateral agreements between the two
126 countries. It involves periods of study abroad
127 by students, generally working for a Ph.D.,
128 who are enrolled in a university in their own
129 country, but who spend some of their time in
130 a partner university in the other country where
131 they do work related to their doctoral thesis
132 (Ambassade de France/CONICIT-Venezuela
133 1999). Such exchanges also involve short
134 stays by researchers from the laboratories in
135 the partner country that are taking part in the
136 programmes. This is a new kind of arrange-
137 ment that was tried out in Colombia and
138 Venezuela before being extended to Mexico.
139 Its particular originality from an institutional
140 point of view, as we shall see below, lies in
141 its involvement of industrialists. The prin-
142 ciples of the PCP are: (a) the establishment
143 of networks of top-class laboratories in both
144 countries; (b) long-term programme planning
145 (four years) so as to enable theses to be com-
146 pleted on a time-sharing basis; (c) funding of
147 the research by the industrial partners and of
148 the costs of moving by the institutions of the
149 two countries on an equal basis; and (d) joint
150 determination of the objectives by the indus-
151 tries and the laboratories taking part.
152 At the beginning of the PCP, during the
153 years from 1970 to 1980, a combination of factors
154 occurred, some of which were more problematic
155 than others. As far as university cooperation was
156 concerned, there do not appear to have been any
157 major problems, since this involved more or less
158 equal exchanges of knowledge, techniques, and
159 material between ‘equals’ or, at least, between
160 teacher and student. However, that changed when
161 state bodies became involved – the CNRS and
162 the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs and large
163 companies. In this institutional context, which
164 goes beyond the strictly university framework,
165 things become complicated because they involve
166 ‘practical political problems’ as well as scientific
167 cooperation. However, it is precisely industrial
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168support for the funding of research and the appli-
169cation of its findings that probably constitutes the
170most innovative aspect of this programme.
171One view of this triangular relationship
172between researchers, government, and industry
173is to emphasise linkages with the productive
174sector. In the programme’s early years, this
175approach, which is more familiar to engineers
176than to basic scientists, proved rather difficult
177to accept. Some of the French researchers inter-
178viewed felt that the Government and French
179companies were hoping that they would act as
180a bridgehead for French industry, a view with
181which those who had been at university in the
182years following the events of May 1968 in
183France did not always feel very comfortable.
184Their opinion was shared in Venezuela by the
185researchers who were working in collaboration
186with them. At one point problems even arose
187in the collaboration between researchers when,
188following the nationalisation of the oil industry,
189the public company specialising in technology
190in Venezuela, INTEVEP, began to assert its
191independence in such fields as intellectual
192property more energetically, provoking the
193French Petroleum Institute (IFP) to break off
194relations and withdraw from the country.
195Researchers from IFP were no longer able to
196collaborate with INTEVEP and the universities
197that had helped to train a whole generation of
198researchers in Venezuela were unable to con-
199tinue collaborating. The French academics
200requested the CNRS to continue the relationship
201without reference to industry, since they did not
202wish to lose contact with well qualified people
203who had been their students. On the other hand,
204some university researchers from Venezuela
205took advantage of the tradition of exchanges to
206maximise the opportunities provided by French
207technical cooperation mechanisms, when, at
208the beginning of the 1980s, the alternatives
209of Venezuelan government scholarships were
210closed to them as a result of the economic
211crisis in their own country.
212Although it was not easy to obtain indus-
213trial support for an academic programme, the
214situation changed in time and more sustained
215interest was shown by small and medium-
216sized enterprises. In 1998 the terms of the
217programme were renegotiated and partici-
218pation by the productive sector is now
219required as a basic element if proposed activi-
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220 ties are to be approved by the funding agenc-
221 ies responsible (CONICIT and the French
222 Ministry of Foreign Affairs), in order that the
223 knowledge produced may be of use to society.
224 Large industrial groups have also participated,
225 and the basic support provided by groups in
226 the oil industry such as ELF, TOTAL and
227 INTEVEP facilitated the involvement of a
228 wide range of other large companies such as
229 Lyonnaise des Eaux, EDF, Peugeot, Danone,
230 Akzo-Nobel, Ge´nérale Sucrie`re, and Thom-
231 son–CSF. In this way, the PCPs will help to
232 bring French companies and areas of industry
233 into contact with the Venezuelan market. The
234 effects may well be diffuse and will not
235 receive as much publicity as the institutions
236 associated would like. However, industrial
237 funding is approaching that of the univer-
238 sities, it having always been an objective that
239 the PCPs should operate on this basis. CON-
240 ICIT’s share of the funding has been quite
241 high in recent years as a result of the large
242 number of Venezuelan experts mobilised by
243 these various programmes.
244 The French researchers interviewed maintain
245 that the initiative for a PCP on catalysis came
246 from Venezuela, and that they entered into collab-
247 oration but did not initiate it. That raises a number
248 of questions for us. Is that the real story? Why
249 did so many people in Venezuela choose to study
250 catalysis in France? Why don’t more Venezuelan
251 students go to Spain where there is also a school
252 of catalysis, instead of to France? Is it because
253 of the influence of French research in that field?
254 Or because the French have technology and equip-
255 ment that they want to sell and therefore offer
256 better opportunities for collaboration? Is the PCP
257 a way of publicising French science? Why does
258 it take the form that it does? Could it be that
259 the definition and organisation of the programme
260 corresponds to the French rationalist state model?
261 Why was the thrust so strong in catalysis?
262 Because of the standard of catalysis in France?
263 Because of the standard of catalysis in Venezuela?
264 Because of the convergence of interest of the
265 chemists involved in both countries?

266 Catalysis

267 The pluridisciplinary nature of catalysis, lying
268 at the junction of several different disciplines
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269such as coordination chemistry, surface chemis-
270try, chemical engineering, the chemistry of sol-
271ids, organic chemistry, electrochemistry, geo-
272chemistry, etc., reflects its central position in
273modern chemistry, although this same pluridis-
274ciplinarity also has its downside, since it means
275that researchers are working in different labora-
276tories and that their findings are reported in a
277variety of different journals or congresses, with-
278out there being any single event that brings
279the whole community together, or any journal
280offering a synthesis of all the different contri-
281butions.
282It is commonly said that catalysis is a
283chemical process involving the use of a
284substance – the catalyst – that increases the
285speed of reaction without being consumed
286itself in the course of the reaction. This is
287the classic definition, although over a period
288of time the concept has changed, mainly with
289regard to the content and position of the cata-
290lyst (Ceruti 1999). The shift from seeing the
291catalyst as a substance to the current view of
292it as a material corresponds not only to the
293new, dominant position of the science of
294materials, but also to laboratory formation and
295practice. Organic chemistry works with sub-
296stances, while physical chemistry would, on
297the contrary, be more comfortable with a
298material. The change of emphasis in the defi-
299nitions of catalysts is therefore linked to a
300change in working practices and, above all,
301industrial practices.
302We are probably now witnessing a funda-
303mental redefinition of disciplines, including
304the more ‘traditional’ areas of heterogeneous
305metallic catalysis in petrochemistry and
306refining. Researchers who lived and worked
307during the period following the invention of
308the Ziegler–Natta polymerisation catalysts do
309not realise what a radical change this was.
310However, those researchers who have close
311links with industry are under increasing press-
312ure to obtain ‘scientific’ answers to economic
313problems, such as, for example, the stability
314of catalysts, since the regeneration of cata-
315lysts costs $7 billion a year (J. Barbier, per-
316sonal communication).
317The relation of the academic scientific
318community to industry is the main issue exam-
319ined in this study. Catalysis is studied at univer-
320sity as a result of pressure to reduce the costs
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321 of the empirical approach in industry.2 The uni-
322 versity researcher must keep a close eye on
323 the problems of industry: “the preparation of
324 catalysts having good industrial performance
325 can show insurmountable difficulties even for
326 catalytic researchers, if not skilled in manufac-
327 turing practice. This is mainly because even
328 small changesin manufacturing procedure may
329 have large effects on catalytic properties”
330 (Ceruti 1999). Thus, we are looking here at a
331 scientific environment which is both dependent
332 on industry but also in a strong position, since
333 it can contribute to the profitability of industrial
334 processes. The interesting research topics are
335 often suggested by industry or spring from an
336 approach that has immediate repercussions for
337 industry. This close relationship defines both
338 the limits of what can be done in the university
339 laboratory and also its possibilities.3 The dis-
340 covery of a catalyst for a reaction in the labora-
341 tory and its improvement and adaptation for
342 large scale manufacturing processes are gener-
343 ally followed by the almost immediate acqui-
344 sition of negotiable patents, even in the case of
345 processes which may, in the immediate circum-
346 stances surrounding their appearance, offer little
347 prospect of economic return.
348 They are of enormous importance today
349 since the profitability and very existence of all
350 the basic chemical and/or pharmaceutical indus-
351 tries rely heavily on the proper operation of
352 catalytic processes in as many of the stages of
353 production as possible. It is this aspect that has
354 become the dominant factor in recent times (and
355 will become even more so in the future), in
356 view of the increasingly restrictive inter-
357 national standards imposed by society in
358 response to the levels of environmental pol-
359 lution of industrial origin that are regarded as
360 acceptable. Thus, although at the beginning
361 the academic community worked on catalysis
362 in order to investigate the possibility of mak-
363 ing kinetically available a greater number of
364 thermodynamically feasible processes and/or
365 in order to try out ways of obtaining new
366 products, now that such processes are well
367 established their continued existence and com-
368 petitiveness are decided in a context in which
369 the selectivity of the process and, therefore, of
370 the catalyst, in terms of the percentage reduction
371 of useless or polluting by-products, plays an
372 increasingly crucial role.
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373Catalysis in France

374Catalysis in France at one time displayed a
375certain individuality. It is the only country that
376early on presented a coherent view of catalysis.
377In the United States of America it is not a
378separate area of study, but is spread over vari-
379ous disciplines. In France, on the other hand,
380there has traditionally been a great deal of inter-
381action between groups working within one and
382the same institution, which could therefore
383approach problems simultaneously from many
384different angles. Its origins go back to Paul
385Sabatier, who from the end of the nineteenth
386century until his retirement in 1929 established
387a research and teaching programme in organic
388chemistry in Toulouse, which was far in
389advance of Paris, with the foundation of techni-
390cal institutes in that university that made it
391possible to establish counterweights in the prov-
392inces to the traditional central predominance of
393Paris within the French scientific community
394(Nye 1986). His early development, with Send-
395erens, of catalytic hydrogenation at the begin-
396ning of the century rapidly found industrial
397applications. In addition, the North American
398researcher of Russian origin Vladimir Ipatieff
399had as disciples in his laboratory at Northwest-
400ern University two French researchers – J. E.
401Germain and M. Prettre – who would become
402the founders of modern French catalysis and
403define the identity of the modern French school
404of catalysis. In the middle of the century, cataly-
405sis in France was mainly concentrated in the
406two schools of catalysis in Lyon and Poitiers.

407The Lyon school

408Mr Prettre, a physical chemist who decided to
409take up the study of catalysis, founded the Insti-
410tute of Catalysis Research (IRC) in Lyon during
411the 1950s. The kind of catalysis that was
412characteristic of IRC was more closely linked
413to the physical chemistry of the catalyst and
414the characterisation of surfaces, and a more
415basic and fundamental approach was adopted.
416For many years IRC was the only institution in
417France that had all the specialised apparatus
418required for the different types of catalysis,
419including that for the definition and identifi-
420cation of catalysts for IFP, etc. According to
421an experienced observer, Mr Pierre C. Gravelle,
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422 there was increasing competition between IFP
423 and IRC, which was clearly quite healthy.
424 Prettre was succeeded by B. Imelik and then in
425 1978 the director of the CNRS at that time
426 decided to invite Raymond Maurel to take
427 charge.

428 The Poitiers school

429 J. E. Germain began his career at the School
430 of Chemistry in Lyon before going on to the
431 Ipatieff Institute at Northwestern University,
432 where he worked under the supervision of Her-
433 man Pines. Back in France, Germain introduced
434 a second school of catalysis at theEcole Norm-
435 ale Supe´rieure (Paris). Maurel was his disciple
436 and followed him when Germain moved to
437 Lille. Subsequently, Germain was appointed to
438 Poitiers, although when he was still in Lille he
439 had placed his disciples in Strasbourg, Caen
440 and Poitiers. Germain’s original studies were in
441 organic chemistry. He focused on the mech-
442 anisms of reaction, molecules, and kinetics. The
443 catalysis practised in Poitiers was described to
444 us by some of its exponents as “the poor man’s
445 catalysis”. It required much less money than
446 research on the definition and description of
447 solids and perhaps for that reason was an inter-
448 esting model for developing countries. How-
449 ever, the fact was that they subsequently
450 received a high level of funding. Many
451 researchers and enterprises went to Poitiers to
452 work on the characteristics of solids. Industry
453 found it easier to establish links with Germain’s
454 school than with Prettre’s, since he was working
455 on real molecules in real reactors.

456 The Louvain school

457 There was a third school that used these two
458 lines of research as the basis for its own individ-
459 ual approach: the Catholic University of Lou-
460 vain. During the 1930s a chemical kinetics unit
461 was founded by J. C. Jungers, and this subject
462 area proved to be of great interest for IFP, as
463 did that of the physical chemistry of combustion
464 directed by A. van Tiggelen in the 1960s. These
465 two lines of research made Louvain into a mag-
466 net for the IFP. It was even said, as a good-
467 natured joke, that there was no point in applying
468 for a job at IFP if you didn’t have a doctorate
469 from Louvain.
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470The development of catalysis in industry
471was rather irregular. Work was done on cataly-
472sis in all the major industries, but the scientists
473concerned were working in different industries
474and there were no recognisable groupings.
475Nowadays the overall situation of catalysis
476in France is more complex than it was in the
477middle of the century. Everybody does every-
478thing. Chemical catalysis or pure chemical
479catalysis is on the rise. Petroleum catalysis has
480reached a ceiling, particularly from the scientific
481point of view. Much industrial catalysis looks
482more like engineering nowadays. Approximately
48350% of the costs of university laboratories are
484paid by industry and, therefore, much academic
485research is a response to industrial needs.
486Specialisation has increased as a result of con-
487tracts with industrialists. Whereas 25–30 years
488ago there was little awareness of chemical
489catalysis (the domain of organic chemists) and
490only petroleum catalysis was carried out, now-
491adays industry knows what questions to ask
492researchers, who, as a result, can work more
493closely with industry. Laboratories are familiar
494with the problems of industry and industrialists
495themselves also take an interest in chemical
496catalysis, putting forward research projects that
497are of interest to researchers.
498A recent survey of laboratories and
499researchers working in the field of catalysis in
500the public and private sectors in France revealed
501more than 50 laboratories that had at least one
502team working in this field, and approximately
503850 researchers (Braise 1998). At the last Inter-
504national Catalysis Congress (11th ICC, 1996)
505France was responsible for an estimated 15%
506of the papers, after the US and Japan, and with
507the UK close behind in fourth place. However,
508the Catalysis Division of the French Chemical
509Society (SFC) had 264 members in 1993, 320
510in 1994, 280 in 1995, 294 in 1996, and 324
511in 1997, figures that compare with those for
512Venezuela. The remarks by Jacques Vedrine in
513his final address as president of the Catalysis
514Division of the French Chemical Society in
5151997, helped to explain these membership fig-
516ures. According to Vedrine, the French do not
517like to belong to an association, society, or
518union: they have the impression that they have
519been conscripted, and feel they are placing their
520professional individuality – not to say individu-
521alism – in jeopardy. Vedrine stressed in his
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4

5 Table 1. Output on catalysis recorded in the PASCAL
6 database 1996–199813

7
89

10 Country Publications Percentage
13
1415

16 United States 4,103 21.2
17 Japan 2,779 14.3
18 France 2,184 11.3
19 Germany 1,318 6.8
20 Russia 946 4.9
21 United Kingdom 917 4.7
22 India 652 3.4
23 Canada 558 2.9
24 Netherlands 539 2.8
25 Switzerland 240 1.246

47 Argentina 180 0.9
48 Brazil 169 0.9
49 Australia 162 0.8
50 Israel 116 0.6
51 Mexico 108 0.6
52 Norway 91 0.5
53 Venezuela 63 0.3
54 Chile 40 0.271

72 New Zealand 21 0.1
73 Colombia 15 0.1
74 Algeria 15 0.1
75 Total publications 19,376 100.0
84
85

86 Source: PASCAL database. Compiled by the authors.

522 farewell address that unity is strength, and that
523 a powerful community can set its own agenda.
524 He drew attention to the fact that the SFC
525 had 10 times fewer members than the Royal
526 Netherlands Chemical Society! He went on to
527 say that when the president of the SFC wishes
528 to enter into discussions with the Germans, the
529 British, or the Dutch on the future of national
530 scientific journals with a view to transforming
531 them into European scientific journals or taking
532 measures to establish a European chemical
533 association (to rival theAmerican Chemical
534 Society), the other European countries under-
535 standably point to the relatively poor rep-
536 resentativity of the SFC (Vedrine 1998).
537 Table 1 provides an overall view of the
538 distribution of scientific work on catalysis in
539 the world. The US is well in the lead, with
540 almost one article or document out of every
541 five. However, Japan has quite a high number of
542 articles, even though it is not an oil-producing
543 country, and its chemical industry is not as
544 powerful as that of other countries. Activities
545 in some countries, such as the Netherlands,
546 are dominated by one large company (in that
547 case, the Shell research laboratory (Scholten
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5481994)). In general terms, catalysis research is
549closely linked with companies, although in
550France this connection is limited (at least in
551the field of heterogeneous catalysis) to a few
552very large companies such as ELF, TOTAL
553and RENAULT.
554Generally speaking, only a minority of
555French researchers have links with peripheral
556countries. This does not seem to be the case in
557the field of catalysis, probably on account of
558its connection with the oil industry, and collab-
559oration with some countries has been very close.
560In some cases, the French have been able to
561export the institutional model which developed
562around IFP (to Iran, for example). It has to be
563said that it is a system that has been successful
564and which has enabled France to have an oil
565industry even though it has no oil fields on its
566territory. A large number of enterprises forming
567a really innovative system thus came to form
568around IFP (Furtado 1994). Hence the impor-
569tance of countries such as China, Russian Feder-
570ation, Mexico, Argentina, Brazil, and Venezuela
571in international collaboration involving French
572catalysis, and the involvement of the leaders in
573this field in France in the missions and evalu-
574ations of the international programmes organ-
575ised with these countries.

576The background to catalysis
577in Venezuela and the ‘French
578connection’

579In Venezuela work on catalysis began in 1964
580when a cooperation agreement was signed
581between the Central University of Venezuela
582(UCV) and the University of Munich, with
583a view to developing training and research
584activities in the School of Chemistry of the
585faculty of science. Research was just begin-
586ning to be developed in the faculty and it
587was expected that catalysis would be vital
588for the chemical industry, especially for the
589refining industry, which for Venezuela, an oil-
590producing country, was the main industry
591(although at that time it was still in the hands
592of foreign concessionaries). This cooperation
593programme, launched on the initiative of the
594faculty of science thanks to the contacts estab-
595lished by a young Venezuelan teacher studying
596at the G.M. Schwab Institute of Physical Chem-
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597 istry in Munich, brought to the country Pro-
598 fessor Heinrich No¨ller and his collaborator, the
599 Spaniard Paulino Andre´u, who at that time was
600 doing postdoctoral studies in Germany. Andre´u
601 settled in Venezuela and was involved in most
602 of the subsequent developments in catalysis in
603 the country.
604 The School of Chemistry at UCV quite
605 often invited well-known professors from other
606 countries to give seminars and lectures in order
607 to acquaint students with these persons and their
608 programmes. A first publicly funded training
609 programme (1968–1973) was organised to send
610 students abroad on scholarships. Although
611 established in conjunction with the French
612 embassy, attempts were made to prevent it
613 becoming dependent on a single scientific ‘cul-
614 ture’. Scholarship holders thus went not only to
615 the French Petroleum Institute (IFP) (industrial
616 research) and the Institute of Catalysis Research
617 (IRC) in Lyon (basic research) in France, but
618 also to the Ipatieff Catalytic Laboratory in the
619 United States, theInstituto Roca Solanoin Mad-
620 rid in Spain, the University of Munich in Ger-
621 many, Czechoslovakia, and so on.
622 At the end of the 1960s a small catalysis
623 group had been established at the UCV when
624 calls for university reform resulted in disturb-
625 ances that led to the temporary closure of the
626 university. A French delegation that had been
627 invited by the government to come to Vene-
628 zuela at this time visited several university insti-
629 tutions and inspired various students to take up
630 postgraduate work in France. At the same time,
631 as the result of an independent initiative, an
632 agreement was signed to establish a university
633 institute of technology in the metropolitan
634 region (IUT-RC) on the model of the French
635 university institutes, which would receive
636 considerable assistance from the French
637 government for the purchase of equipment
638 and training4. As part of the exchange pro-
639 gramme a number of young Frenchcoopérants5

640 went to Venezuela, continuing the experiment
641 that had begun a few years before in the UCV
642 faculty of science. From the beginning IUT/RC
643 included catalysis among the subjects covered
644 by the educational training plan, with a view
645 to producing high-level experts for the oil
646 industry in view of the imminent nationalisation
647 of the oil and petrochemical industry.
648 In February 1977 there was another visit
649 to UCV by French experts on catalysis. During
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650that visit several preliminary joint research pro-
651jects were drawn up. On the occasion of the
652Fifth Ibero-American Catalysis Symposium in
653Lisbon in 1977, the group of Venezuelan parti-
654cipants (from UCV, the University of Carabobo
655(UC) and the Venezuelan Institute for Scientific
656Research (IVIC)) had an informal meeting with
657Raymond Maurel, at that time Director of the
658Catalysis Laboratory at the University of Poiti-
659ers, with a view to possible scientific techno-
660logical cooperation in the field of catalysis and
661the chemistry of hydrocarbons. As a result,
662high-level French researchers and representa-
663tives of the French petrochemical industry vis-
664ited Venezuela to take part in a working meet-
665ing coordinated by CONICIT, which was
666attended, in addition to the university groups,
667by members of INTEVEP and representatives
668of the private industrial sector in Venezuela. In
6691978 Venezuelan researchers were invited to
670France to visit laboratories carrying out research
671in catalysis. This visit gave rise to joint research
672programmes, which seem to have been a
673reformulation of the proposals discussed at the
6741977 meeting. Plans also emerged for exchange
675visits to discuss and evaluate the progress of
676research.
677In 1983 the First Franco-Venezuelan Sym-
678posium on Catalysis was held in Caracas on
679the initiative of professors and lecturers at UCV
680and with the support of the scientific and techni-
681cal services of the French embassy in that city.
682A report by the French embassy noted that there
683were “numerous francophones and francophiles”
684among Venezuelan teachers and researchers in
685catalysis. While recognising that in general the
686influence of the US and the UK was predomi-
687nant, it was pointed out that over half of Vene-
688zuelan researchers in catalysis had been trained
689in France. The importance of the relationship
690with France for the Venezuelans was underlined
691by the inclusion of a Franco–Venezuelan meet-
692ing among the events organised to mark the
693twenty-fifth anniversary of the founding of the
694faculty of science at UCV. The numerous dis-
695cussions helped reinforce existing bilateral pro-
696grammes and to establish new contacts. New
697projects were launched, particularly on homo-
698geneous catalysis, a field in which relations had
699been established more recently.
700The French proposed a return meeting to
701be held two years later in 1985 in France,
702attended by the same group of academics and
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703 industrialists specialising in heterogeneous and
704 homogeneous catalysis. In 1985 there was an
705 assessment of postgraduate work at the UCV
706 School of Chemistry, which offered a Master’s
707 degree and a doctorate with options including
708 the development of heterogeneous catalysis. M.
709 Goldwasser and F. Parra came up with the pro-
710 posal that was to lead to the first Postgraduate
711 Cooperation Programme (PCP) between CEFI-
712 International, a body promoting agreements on
713 cooperation with France, on engineering, and
714 CONICIT. That same year 14 Venezuelans,
715 chosen from 20 candidates, attended a sym-
716 posium on catalysis at Rueil-Malmaison, with
717 the collaboration of the French Government,
718 ELF, TOTAL, Procatalyse and IFP, in addition
719 to CONICIT. In 1986 a French report observed
720 that relations between the two countries in the
721 field of science were well established, and Guis-
722 net visited UCV in his capacity as director of
723 catalysis at Poitiers to establish a joint Master’s
724 degree between UCV and Poitiers University.
725 A cooperation agreement was signed in due
726 course and the first PCP was thus launched.

727 Structured programmes for
728 cooperation in catalysis

729 During the 1970s, when collaboration with
730 Venezuela in the field of catalysis first began,
731 the most important figures in the field in France
732 were involved in its organisation. R. Maurel was
733 the most powerful figure in chemistry in France
734 as Director of the Department of Chemistry at
735 CNRS, where he had already initiated inter-
736 national programmes. His connection with
737 catalysis in Poitiers had begun sometime pre-
738 viously when he was director of the catalysis
739 laboratory at that university. In an interview he
740 recalled that Poitiers University’s collaboration
741 with Venezuela had begun around 1969–1970,
742 on the initiative of the Venezuelan Federico
743 Rivero Palacios, the founder of the first univer-
744 sity institute of technology in Venezuela. It was
745 the catalysis laboratory directed by Maurel that
746 produced the chemistry graduates who went on
747 to Venezuela to work in the brand new IUT in
748 Caracas. In this way Venezuelan researchers
749 were very rapidly brought into contact with
750 French laboratories and took advantage of the
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751opportunities provided by the special position
752of catalysis in chemistry in France.
753The PCP is a programme focusing on the
754training of researchers. However, it is much
755more than a fellowship programme. It organises
756ongoing exchanges of research workers on the
757basis of shared interest in a more intense and
758structured form than training programmes in
759other European countries. The process of collab-
760oration was organised on the basis of specific
761agreements to improve planning and give a stra-
762tegic view of the two countries’ joint research
763activities. In the case of petroleum, the support
764of INTEVEP and IFP, the public R&D centres
765for the oil industry in the two countries, was
766sought. The French model appeared relevant
767because the French oil companies, ELF and
768TOTAL, were also public companies, and had
769served as models for some less developed coun-
770tries when they decided to promote development
771through state action.6 For the French the advan-
772tages of the PCP lay in their own experience
773in international cooperation, in obtaining more
774students with access to the laboratories of a
775country that had an oil industry and the possi-
776bility of increasing the number of joint publi-
777cations. The Venezuelans were seeking to build
778bridges so as to send their students abroad and
779escape isolation, not to mention the prestige of
780international collaboration that would increase
781their credibility and set the seal of approval on
782their work. The distinctiveness of the PCP as
783a form of collaboration lay in the stress laid by
784its promoter, Mr Guibert, on the need to estab-
785lish international collaborative projects that
786were of direct concern to industry. He saw it
787as a means of promoting French engineering
788and a particular view of French industry.
789Against that background, it is perhaps paradoxi-
790cal to point out that the PCP catalysis research
791programme was restricted to research which,
792although of interest to industry, does not involve
793the technologies that the oil industries can
794directly market or use.
795The first PCP agreement between CON-
796ICIT and CEFI provided for postgraduate study
797(Chemistry, Physical-Chemistry option) in the
798School of Chemistry of the UCV faculty of
799science (coordinated by Mr Goldwasser) and
800study for a Diplôme d’Etudes Approfondies(a
801Master’s degree)7 in applied chemistry at Poiti-
802ers University (coordinated by Mr Guisnet). The
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803 purpose of the agreement was to enable students
804 who had obtained their first year degree at UCV
805 to enrol for the Poitiers Master’s degree by
806 correspondence, while at the same time a
807 maximum of 10 Venezuelan postgraduate stu-
808 dents were given the opportunity to attend
809 courses abroad, helping to establish links
810 between the main groups involved in hetero-
811 geneous catalysis in Venezuela (School of
812 Chemistry and Faculty of Chemical Engineering
813 at UCV, IUT-RC) and various French teams
814 (LACCO-Poitiers, LURE-Orsay, URA 402-Lille
815 and IRC-Lyon), at minimum cost for the coun-
816 try of origin and great benefit for the training
817 of students. The main focus of the research
818 programme was the development of zeolites and
819 similar materials.
820 At the meeting at Reuil-Malmaison in
821 April 1985, it was proposed that a joint research
822 programme (PICS)8 should be established to
823 study the treatment of heavy crudes and resi-
824 dues, homogeneous catalysis, and fine chemi-
825 cals. The initial responsibility for preparing the
826 proposal was entrusted to Orlando Leal, rep-
827 resenting the Venezuelan Catalysis Association,
828 and Pierre Gravelle, President of the Catalysis
829 Division of the French Chemical Society. Writ-
830 ing to Leal in January 1986, Gravelle suggested
831 as a subject for collaboration the conversion of
832 heavy crude oils, including the treatment of
833 petroleum residues, arguing that French compa-
834 nies (ELF-France, CFR and IFP) were already
835 collaborating with the CNRS in this field. He
836 assumed that a similar agreement existed
837 between INTEVEP and the Venezuelan univer-
838 sities. The French companies had concluded an
839 agreement with INTEVEP and therefore placed
840 no restrictions on the collaboration of French
841 university chemists with Venezuelan labora-
842 tories in these areas. He asked Leal to consult
843 INTEVEP and inform him of its opinion on
844 this collaboration.
845 Gravelle also sent a message to the
846 Director-General for cultural, scientific, and
847 technical relations of the French Ministry of
848 Foreign Affairs, which is responsible for sup-
849 porting France’s bilateral scientific relations,
850 and to the Directorate of International
851 Relations at the CNRS regarding the establish-
852 ment of an International Programme for Scien-
853 tific Cooperation between France and Venezuela
854 on the conversion of heavy crudes and residues.
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855He pointed out that the definition and develop-
856ment of improvements (responding to the sever-
857ity of anti-pollution laws) were, in France, one
858of the main focuses of a research programme
859involving the two major French oil companies
860and the French Petroleum Institute (IFP), which
861had joined forces to work in this direction in
862the Association for the Enhancement of Heavy
863Crudes (ASVAHL). On the basis of an agree-
864ment between CNRS and the members of
865ASVAHL, research projects had been carried
866out since 1984 on thermal and catalytic pro-
867cesses for the enhancement of heavy crudes and
868refinery residues. Despite the slowdown
869resulting from low oil prices, the enhancement
870of heavy crudes continued to be a priority
871objective for Venezuela: the recoverable
872reserves of extra-heavy oil in the Orinoco Belt
873represented 44% of the world’s reserves of that
874type of crude oil. For several years now, INTE-
875VEP and university catalysis laboratories had
876been carrying out joint research on the conver-
877sion of heavy crudes and their demetallisation.
878Thus, after 15 years of fruitful collabor-
879ation between the French and the Venezuelan
880teams and one year after the establishment of
881the first PCP in catalysis, the first PICS
882(International Programme for Scientific
883Cooperation) in catalysis was signed in 1988.
884This was the first international programme
885established under the auspices of CONICIT–
886CNRS, having as counterparts IPSOI (Institute
887of Petroleum and Industrial Organic Synthesis),
888IRC (Institute of Catalysis Research in Lyon)
889and the Chemical Coordination Laboratory in
890Toulouse on the French side and IVIC, UCV,
891and INTEVEP9 on the Venezuelan side. The
892research efforts of this programme were directed
893towards the optimisation of methane in homo-
894geneous phase or through the use of supported
895catalysts. A focus of both programmes during
896this first phase of bilateral cooperation was the
897study of the HDS process as there was a need
898at that time to improve knowledge in this area
899on account of the kind of crude oil that was
900being processed in both countries.
901Following a series of discussions in 1990–
9021991 the work of the teams of the PICS and
903PCP were increasingly directed towards
904“organic synthesis by means of catalysis”.10

905Although efforts were made to link the two
906programmes around the common theme, it was
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907 clear that most of the work concerned either
908 homogeneous catalysis or heterogeneous cataly-
909 sis and not both kinds of catalysis at the same
910 time. In fact studies for a French doctorate
911 (necessary for the PCP) only covered one of
912 these disciplines and was carried out in labora-
913 tories specialising either in heterogeneous
914 catalysis or in homogeneous catalysis. In 1991,
915 following a favourable assessment of the four
916 years of the PICS, Basset thought it advisable
917 to bring it to a close and gave various reasons
918 for adopting a new subject area while main-
919 taining the close links built up over more than
920 20 years:

921 1. The scientific priorities of the two countries
922 had changed over this period. In particular,
923 environmental chemistry and selective fine
924 chemistry had become priorities in both
925 countries;
926 2. It was necessary to explore new areas so as
927 to avoid ‘thematic sclerosis’;
928 3. It had become clear that new people needed
929 to be put in charge after the completion of
930 a given programme;
931 4. The wish to combine the PICS and the PCP
932 (which to some extent represented research
933 and training respectively) would inevitably
934 lead to the appointment of a single person
935 with overall responsibility;
936 5. The wish of the CNRS not to systematically
937 renew the PICS programmes on a specific
938 subject so as to leave room for other disci-
939 plines and other subject areas.

940 In 1992 CONICIT’s budget was increased
941 fourfold and there were plans for massive
942 investment in the country over the following 10
943 to 15 years, mainly in the petrochemical and
944 natural gas sectors, with an estimated need for
945 5,000 chemists over the following five years.11

946 The situation of the petroleum industry was
947 particularly interesting: the direct marketing of
948 heavy oils and residues was already a reality
949 thanks to the “Orimulsio´n process (Vessuri &
950 Canino 1996). However, independently of
951 whether this approach made possible the initial
952 enhancement of heavy crudes, their refining and
953 deep conversion would become essential. The
954 hydro-conversion of residues was the technique
955 most conducive to their optimisation through
956 transformation into fractions of gasoline and
957 gasoil. Among the processes available in inter-
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958national petrol companies, INTEVEP’S HDH
959process was one of the easiest to use and one
960of the most original in terms of the design and
961use of the catalyst. That could hardly be said
962to be a coincidence, since it was a vital priority
963for the Venezuelan oil industry, but it had been
964achieved efficiently and rapidly, bearing in mind
965the recent emergence of petroleum research in
966Venezuela. Tests had been carried out in the
967form of a pilot project and the HDH process
968had been tested in a unit with a capacity of 20
969T/d. The engineering design of a commercial
970unit was near completion.
971INTEVEP’S applied catalysis section had
972reached a respectable size (a team of some 50
973people) and was hoping to become a depart-
974ment, which, in INTEVEP’s very hierarchical
975administrative structure, would give it a degree
976of additional freedom in choosing the particular
977scientific directions it wished to pursue. How-
978ever, at that moment in time it became clear
979that Venezuelan industry was in deep financial
980crisis, and a national debate was initiated on
981whether or not to allow foreign capital to be
982invested in any future refineries. It was against
983this background that the plans to construct a
984demonstration unit for the HDH process were
985shelved, as was the construction of a plant for
986deep conversion of residues at the Jo´se petro-
987chemical complex.
988These circumstances were also analysed on
989the French side and an attempt was made to
990devise a joint research programme that could
991be applied in the long-term, excluding industrial
992developments in the short and medium term,
993not only so as to avoid hurting local feelings,
994but also to prevent the coexistence in French
995laboratories of research projects that would
996involve competing petroleum groups. INTEVEP
997was one of the natural employers of graduates
998with a training in catalysis, since it concentrated
999most of its resources in applied research in this
1000field. As such it sat on the examining boards
1001that awarded PCP scholarships. The French
1002wished to see INTEVEP much more effectively
1003integrated as a partner, especially with regard
1004to the subjects of dissertations, lines of research
1005and, possibly, funding. It was precisely at that
1006moment, breaking with the policy that it had
1007pursued hitherto, that the Venezuelan oil indus-
1008try decided to cut its links with the programme,
1009declaring that it could use its own resources to
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1010 carry out its research and development pro-
1011 grammes and train the human resources that
1012 it might need. Subsequently, this decision was
1013 reversed and INTEVEP has continued to work
1014 as a partner.
1015 The successive mission reports, closely
1016 monitoring the progress of the two programmes,
1017 make it possible to identify the policy followed
1018 by the participating groups. An evaluation in
1019 March 1993 qualified positive aspects with the
1020 observation that the stability of the team as
1021 a whole pointed to a failure to recruit young
1022 researchers to regular posts. That implied two
1023 negative consequences: an ageing of the whole
1024 structure, with the risk that productivity would
1025 be reduced, and the impossibility of ensuring
1026 continuity of the potential for research. Those
1027 in charge of the programme were recommended
1028 to make better use of the procedures and
1029 facilities provided by CONICIT, such as the
1030 Innovative Research Programme (PIN), while
1031 at the same time it was pointed out that the
1032 new direction in environmental chemistry
1033 made it advisable to re-examine cooperation
1034 strategies so as to preserve achievements and
1035 ensure a closer match between programmes and
1036 structures (for example, CNRS/European
1037 Community). The size of the budget for the
1038 Catalysis PCP inevitably gave rise to an insist-
1039 ence on results, particularly as regards effective
1040 joint action with the PICS. The agreements
1041 being negotiated were evidence of this determi-
1042 nation to achieve results.
1043 In 1994, in an evaluation of the PICS-
1044 PCP network, which since 1992 had formally
1045 concentrated on fine chemicals, Gravelle con-
1046 tended that the experience of the network
1047 clearly showed the benefits of linking a PCP
1048 with a PICS of the CNRS as a means of ensur-
1049 ing greater visibility of the programme for the
1050 CNRS, and of obtaining incentive funds for
1051 the French teams, etc. However, he did not
1052 recommend merging the two collaborative struc-
1053 tures, as had been done in 1992, since it was
1054 anticipated that the new PICS needed to include
1055 not only catalysis teams but also teams spe-
1056 cialising in mineralogy and theoretical chemis-
1057 try, which meant that specificity of the PCP
1058 (training in the field of catalysis) might be
1059 blurred. The report proposed, however, that the
1060 new PCP in catalysis should be carried out in
1061 close conjunction with the new PICS. INTEVEP
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1062and TOTAL supported these measures in terms
1063of both the funding and the cooperation
1064involved. On the French side, ELF, BP Chemi-
1065cals, and Hoeschst sponsored the research.
1066CONICIT’s ‘Petroleum Agenda’ project also
1067helped to reinforce the programme on the Vene-
1068zuelan side.
1069At the most recent meetings of the pro-
1070gramme, the Venezuelan researchers suggested
1071that it might be helpful to extend the coordi-
1072nation and integration arrangements to include
1073other Latin American groups with which France
1074had similar bilateral agreements. The meeting
1075on catalysis, jointly organised with France, held
1076in Caracas in October 2000 pointed in that
1077direction, anticipating a greater degree of coor-
1078dination, with new participants and new themes
1079and actions, both between the national research
1080groups (there are already 10 Venezuelan insti-
1081tutions that have groups working on catalysis)
1082and between the other countries of the South
1083American region that operate exchanges for
1084training and research with France (Argentina,
1085Brazil, and Colombia), and possibly Chile and
1086Uruguay.

1087Discussion

1088The collaboration between Venezuela and
1089France in the field of catalysis is exceptional
1090from several points of view. Several insti-
1091tutional formulas for cooperation, have been put
1092to the test, initially on an informal basis, sub-
1093sequently organising joint training, as under the
1094PCP, or restricting activities to research, as
1095under the PICP. The collaboration has extended
1096over a long period and involved a considerable
1097number of participants in this area of knowl-
1098edge. Its effects are to be seen in the objectives
1099and focuses in coordination, in the students’
1100interests, and in the possible uses of the results,
1101as well as in the influence of the collaboration
1102in more general terms.

1103How are the objectives and focuses
1104of the programme decided on?

1105As we have seen, the two sides involved in the
1106collaboration first entered into contact many
1107years ago and in both countries a central
1108nucleus has to a large extent continued to exer-
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1109 cise control. This seems to be due to a
1110 combination of factors: the most advanced
1111 centre of training in Venezuela was the
1112 School of Chemistry at the UCV faculty of
1113 science and it continued to produce the largest
1114 number of graduates. On the French side, too,
1115 relations with Venezuela were mainly based
1116 on the graduate training programmes for the
1117 Master’s and Doctor’s degrees at Poitiers Uni-
1118 versity and the research centres in Lyon. The
1119 working relationships and mutual trust built
1120 up by teachers and their ex-students expanded
1121 over a period of time. However, the restric-
1122 tiveness of the central group imposed limi-
1123 tations, ruling out, for example, the extension
1124 of the programme to other research centres,
1125 in particular in France. The French parti-
1126 cipants that did not belong to the central
1127 nucleus complained on several occasions that
1128 their (French) colleagues did not allow more
1129 leeway for new openings. On the Venezuelan
1130 side, although the same complaint was also
1131 heard, there were fewer alternative groups and
1132 therefore the opportunities for extending the
1133 range of the programme seem to have been
1134 regarded as somewhat limited in the past,
1135 although the situation could have been altered
1136 without causing too much unpleasantness.
1137 As might be expected of a programme last-
1138 ing 14 years, there have been changes in the
1139 focuses of the collaboration. However, develop-
1140 ments in this field at the international level lead
1141 us to believe that more radical changes will
1142 need to be made in the short term.

1143 Themes of the PCP and PICS agreements
1144 in the field of catalysis
1145 1987: First PCP on catalysis. Study of sys-
1146 tems (processes) that used heterogeneous cata-
1147 lysts produced on the basis of modified zeolites.
1148 1988: First Catalysis PICS on the optimis-
1149 ation of methane in homogeneous phase or with
1150 supported catalysts.

1151 (A focus of both programmes during the
1152 first stage of bilateral cooperation was the study
1153 of the HDS process, owing to the need to
1154 extend knowledge in this area because of the
1155 kind of crude oils that were being processed in
1156 both countries).

1157 1992: Cooperation agreement (PCP+PICS)
1158 to carry out work on fine chemicals (catalysis
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1159of processes relevant to the selective develop-
1160ment of products that came within this class of
1161world production).
11621995: It was considered advisable to par-
1163tially retrace the initial steps and a new direc-
1164tion for the two programmes was approved.
11651996: PICS: Treatment of heavy and extra
1166heavy crude oils.
11671997: PCP: Catalytic processes related to
1168petrochemistry and oil refining.

11691170Interests of the student:The French researchers
1171now recognise that previously they generally
1172accepted foreign students without considering
1173what the students themselves wanted to do.
1174Relations have evolved, however, and now there
1175is much greater responsiveness to the candi-
1176date’s wishes. An initial informal contact is
1177established with the candidate and his/her tutors
1178in their country of origin, and the fact that the
1179programme is structured around a broad but
1180sufficiently specific set of themes means that it
1181is possible to take full account of both the
1182interests and benefit of both parties. Thus, much
1183of the interest of programmes such as the PCP
1184and the PICS lies in the fact that the training
1185of the future generation of researchers in a
1186given field is carried out within an organised
1187framework. Table 2 summarises the total num-
1188ber of exchanges under the training programmes
1189(PCP), with the qualification that the pro-
1190gramme cannot cover all the specialists in
1191catalysis that have been trained in France, since
1192a number were trained during the period of
1193contacts prior to the signing of the first agree-
1194ment. We can state therefore that the joint
1195research programme offered a very effective
1196form of training, the consequences of which are
1197still to be seen.

1198Application of the results

1199Several of the persons contacted pointed out
1200that few of the studies carried out in the frame-
1201work of the research network in catalysis in
1202fine chemistry had received direct support from
1203industry. The few exceptions were INTEVEP’s
1204contribution to funding scholarships to complete
1205a thesis and the occasional study supported by
1206IFP in France. This situation is due, on the
1207French side, to the difficulty of obtaining indus-
1208trial support in the field of fine chemicals, on
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88

89 Table 2. Exchanges within the catalysis PCP
90
9192

93 Year Doctorate Post- Researcha Total
Students doctorate Persons (t)

(t-months) Professors
(t-months)

104
105106

107 1988 3 (7) 1 (6) ** 4 (13)
108 1989 1 (12) 4 (33) ** 5 (45)
109 1990 3 (13) 3 (9) ** 6 (22)
110 1991 7 (43) * ** 7 (43)
111 1992 8 (42) 1 (7) ** 9 (53)
112 1993b 4 (24) 4 (8) 5 (2) 18 (52)

1 (12) 4 (2)139

140 1994b 2 (15) 1 (0.5) 2 (1.5) 9 (25)
141 1 (6) 3 (1.5)
142 1995b 4 (18) 2 (13) ** 12 (45)
143 1 (12) 5 (2)
144 1996b 3 (13) 1 (4) 1 (0.5) 6 (20.5)
145 (1st 1 (3)
146 half)
168
169

170
aThe first row shows the number of Venezuelans going

171 to France, while the second row shows French students
172 going to Venezuela.
173

bFrom 1988 to 1992 the expenses of Venezuelan
174 researchers going to France and vice versa were funded
175 by the researchers themselves through other kinds of
176 programmes (e.g., CDCH-UCV, S1-CONICIT, etc.)
177 Source: CONICIT, Caracas.

1209 account of the acute problem of industrial pro-
1210 perty, and, on the Venezuelan side, to the scant
1211 interest shown by Venezuelan industrialists in
1212 this kind of chemistry. Thus, contrary to the
1213 hopes expressed when the PCP was renewed in
1214 1992 in the climate created by the signing of
1215 the first BID-CONICIT agreement on new tech-
1216 nologies, fine chemistry has not developed in
1217 Venezuela, and is not likely to develop in the
1218 near future as the current producers control the
1219 markets in the finished products. The areas stud-
1220 ied under the PCP, which are on the fringes of
1221 fine chemistry – hydrogenation of the aromatic
1222 cycles of nitrogenated molecules, activation of
1223 alkanes – and which, although far upstream, are
1224 close to some processes in petrochemistry, have
1225 benefited indirectly from the support provided
1226 by oil companies in these fields.
1227 However, the industrial benefit of a pro-
1228 gramme in an area such as catalysis lies in
1229 something that is more difficult to measure:
1230 the capability that it confers for analysing and
1231 developing a very specific area of technical
1232 knowledge. Technological developments in the
1233 Brazilian oil industry such as offshore explo-
1234 ration (Furtado 1998) and the establishment of
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1235a catalysis plant in Rio de Janeiro (Antunes
1236et al. 2000) demonstrate that a developing coun-
1237try can reach the cutting edge of technology
1238thanks to a coordinated effort with foreign part-
1239ners. Catalysis research provides the industry
1240with information on the progress of scientific
1241knowledge and the most recent scientific find-
1242ings. The presence of doctoral students helps to
1243maintain a level of expertise in the field and in
1244this way a relatively cheap pool of skilled
1245human resources has been created. It is up to
1246industry to make effective use of it.

1247Shared coordination of the
1248programme

1249The collaboration that we have described, in its
1250various forms, has always relied on experienced
1251scientific administrators. In both France and
1252Venezuela their role to a large extent was to
1253protect the programme from sudden changes of
1254direction at a national political level, seeing it
1255as their main objective to ensure the smooth
1256and successful functioning of international
1257cooperation. They sought to solve the specific
1258problems that occurred within the framework
1259of the programme itself, and avoided getting
1260involved in national politics, where their power
1261and control would have been limited. They
1262appear to have enjoyed a considerable degree of
1263autonomy, which is not surprising, since when a
1264programme is seen as dealing with basic science
1265the governments participating in the bilateral
1266association usually leave it to the scientists to
1267propose research projects that will help to
1268develop expertise, strengthen the country’s
1269image as a leader in the scientific and political
1270fields, increase its prestige and reinforce its
1271alliances. It is only when the programme
1272impinges on strategic areas of research that the
1273coordinators find themselves restricted by
1274national policies and lose their authority to take
1275key decisions. In the case of catalysis this
1276became obvious on those occasions when the
1277interests of the national oil industries conflicted
1278with the interests of those involved in the
1279catalysis PCP.

1280Conclusion

1281The programme of collaboration described
1282above lasted quite a long time and dealt with
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1283 areas that were of strategic importance not only
1284 from the economic point of view, but also from
1285 the geo-strategic point of view, given the impor-
1286 tance of oil as a resource. In recent years the
1287 political will to develop cooperation has been
1288 reaffirmed. Decisions regarding the way in
1289 which this should be done are always the result
1290 of a complex combination of factors and are
1291 approached in various ways depending on the
1292 position of those involved.
1293 The French authorities regard such co-
1294 operation as particularly useful material for
1295 analysis with a view to improving national pol-
1296 icy on collaboration with developing countries
1297 and as providing an opportunity to examine
1298 such problems as the way collaboration would
1299 be organised, the relationship with commercial
1300 interests, and the best way of institutionalising
1301 valid evaluations of such programmes. We have
1302 carefully examined the relative autonomy of the
1303 scientists and the way they manage international
1304 programmes. They act on behalf of their
1305 country, respecting the scientific competence of
1306 their peers. In some cases a kind of ‘teacher-
1307 disciple’ relationship seems to have persisted,
1308 in other cases the interaction is with their
1309 ‘counterparts’ in the other country, depending
1310 on the institutional background on both sides.
1311 We believe that the various types of arrange-
1312 ments for cooperation now require in-depth
1313 evaluation.12

1314 For the Venezuelan authorities this pro-
1315 gramme also provides a framework of reference,
1316 since various forms of linkage have clearly been
1317 established simultaneously with or as a conse-
1318 quence of PCP activities. Privileged relation-
1319 ships were established with the institutions at
1320 which the local researchers had studied in the
1321 partner country and, through contacts and
1322 exchanges within the PCP, Venezuelan re-
1323 searchers were helped and encouraged to par-
1324 ticipate in international research and develop-
1325 ment programmes such as the programmes of
1326 the European Union, in which other countries
1327 were active. This shows once again that the
1328 network to which researchers have obtained
1329 access is probably more important than actual
137787178179451213
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1330research findings. Public and private companies
1331can also turn to this network to make effective
1332use of the pool of high-level expertise to which
1333it gives access.
1334Finally, as far as researchers are con-
1335cerned, there is a need to take into account
1336the consequences of the internationalisation
1337of scientific activity and consequently, of the
1338internal life of organisations such as univer-
1339sities, public research centres, and R&D lab-
1340oratories, and also the far-reaching changes
1341in the very nature of scientific work that have
1342occurred in recent decades and as a result, in
1343what it means to be a scientist today. Inter-
1344national collaboration is more than a means
1345of obtaining access to the prestige conferred
1346by international recognition. It seems to us
1347that the validity of the work done by Vene-
1348zuelan researchers and the fact that they were
1349able to make use of the strategic resource
1350represented by the PCP and PICS pro-
1351grammes, in conjunction with their French
1352colleagues, show that such programmes are
1353more effective when an activity at the
1354national level can belinked, within national
1355scientific and political institutions, with an
1356activity of international scope. We have thus
1357been able to confirm a conclusion reached by
1358researchers using bibliometrical data concern-
1359ing the need for linkage between what is done
1360inside and outside a country (Eisemon &
1361Davis 1989, Russell 1998). A programme of
1362collaboration that consisted simply of sending
1363Venezuelan researchers abroad would have
1364been a failure and would not have had such
1365an impact on foreign colleagues, or on poli-
1366ticians and industrialists. It is in helping to
1367create a national scientific community that
1368this venture has been so successful. It has
1369been said that the emergence and strengthen-
1370ing of a scientific community in many
1371respects enhances the ability of both the
1372industrialised and the developing world to
1373collaborate with each other (Gaillard,
1374Krishna & Waast 1994). The programme that
1375we have examined here provides an excellent
1376example of this.


